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Combatting Fake News: Alternatives to Limiting Social Media Misinformation and Rehabilitating Quality Journalism

Dallas Flick*

I. INTRODUCTION

The continued expansion and development of the Internet has generated a malicious side effect: social media intermediaries such as Facebook and Google permit the dispersion of third-party generated fake news and misinformation. While the term “fake news” tends to shift in definition, it most frequently denotes blatantly false information posted on the Internet intended to sway opinion.¹ The social and political implications for this trend have become radical, as shown by the shooting at the Comet Ping Pong restaurant in Washington D.C. in early December 2016.² Social media websites have been able to avert legal responsibility for this phenomenon—the First Amendment, along with the Communications Decency Act, create strong barriers to statutory or judicial regulation of this harmful journalistic trend.³ Despite showing signs of concern for this issue, Facebook in particular continues to insist on their “technology company” label, even though the social media outlet remains a major source for news and media.⁴

This comment will discuss the decline in the primacy of traditional journalism and the countervailing rise in problematic fake news and misinformation disseminated through social media intermediaries. The comment will begin by exploring the development of the Fourth and Fifth Estates, traditional means of addressing harmful journalism, and the background of the Communications Decency Act. Next, this comment will discuss the current state of the law surrounding the Communications Decency Act as it applies
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3. See infra Part II.C.

to social media intermediaries. After looking to the social, legal, and economic considerations for each aspect of this issue, this comment will consider two alternative solutions for this issue: (1) a modification of the standard of scrutiny for statutes seeking to regulate fake news and misinformation; and (2) a nominal levy on large digital intermediaries to cross-subsidize quality journalism. As will be discussed below, policymakers and the judiciary should prioritize indirect or external solutions to reducing fake news and misinformation to restore the integrity of the Fourth and Fifth Estates, while at the same time ensuring the continued, healthy development of the Internet and social media intermediaries.

II. LEGAL AND HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

A. Development of the Fourth and Fifth Estates

The press, along with ancillary forms of journalism and media, has long embodied the “Fourth Estate,” an important element of developing and contemporary societies worldwide. In the United States, the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of government embody the first three estates. In theory, the Fourth Estate operates independently from the other three estates, as well as other significant business and industry institutions. Independence ensures press integrity “to investigate, report on, and bring to public attention the activity of other institutions . . . .” The press and mass media hold these institutions accountable by reporting on their activities, thereby becoming a political force for improved, pluralistic governance.

Traditionally, the Fourth Estate comprises of print journalism largely unencumbered by political party affiliation, thus cultivating less biased and more independent news reporting. More recently, however, large media corporations maintaining a substantial portion of the global media market

6. Id. at 2.
8. Id. at 7.
9. See id.
10. Id.
share mutated the Fourth Estate. These large corporations raise concerns regarding their ability to report the news free of bias or concern for personal profit. The threat of excessive monopoly power creates a risk of decline in the creation and preservation of virtuous forms of journalism, as priorities shift from credibility of message to media branding and financial credibility.

The Information Age established the “Fifth Estate,” which possesses similar characteristics to the Fourth Estate, but with more focus on the growing use of information communication technologies that manifest novel means of peer-to-peer connectivity. This level of connectivity permits increased fluidity of information transfer, thus opening more ways to keep institutions of power accountable. These new mediums include social media websites such as Facebook and Twitter, which offer mechanisms of directly expressing public opinion independent of any single institution. Fourth Estate mass media may amplify Fifth Estate content (and vice versa), and in doing so, it can fulfill the same functions of holding government and business activities in a public light. If, however, this content bypasses the Fourth Estate and lacks centralized accountability, the Fifth Estate could easily undermine Fourth Estate traditional journalism through the reinforcement of individual prejudices in “echo chambers” that manifest from selective exposure to unmediated and unsubstantiated news and information.

B. Traditional Defamation Law

Despite First Amendment protections for freedom of the press, the tort of defamation remains preserved to protect the reputation and dignity of each individual American citizen. Defamatory communication “tends . . . to harm the reputation of another as to lower him in the estimation of the com-

13. Id.
16. Id. at 17.
17. See id.; Newman et al., supra note 7, at 7.
18. Newman et al., supra note 7, at 7 (discussing the higher diversity in sources of information from local and global sources of journalism).
19. See id.
20. U.S. Const. amend. I.
munity or to deter third persons from associating or dealing with him.”

Liability for defamatory statements extends beyond publishers when an entity has a significant role in their publication or when the entity allows the continued publication in a medium under their control. Defamation law distinguishes primary publishers from distributors and common carriers when determining liability for defamatory content found in print media and information technologies. Primary publishers, such as authors or newspaper editors, are wholly liable for published defamatory statements because of their constructive editorial knowledge of the material in question. Distributors, such as bookstores and newsstands, have less editorial control and only maintain liability for defamatory content they had reasonable knowledge of prior to publication. Common carriers, such as telephone companies, facilitate the dissemination of defamatory statements, and thus have no editorial control to establish liability. Defamation claims involving traditional media sources allow for a rigid categorization of liability between primary publishers and distributors, but lines blur when considering evolving Internet communication technologies and novel means of creating and disseminating potentially harmful content.

C. The Communications Decency Act

The advent and development of social media interactivity created a medium for information sharing much larger and more fluid than traditional forms of media and journalism. This presented a litany of new legal issues concerning the obligations of website operators facilitating this information sharing, and the novel nature of this interconnectivity precluded a court con-

24. See Troiano, supra note 21, at 1453.
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sensus on how to address defamation claims against these new intermediaries. In an attempt to regulate speech and other potentially harmful content on the Internet, in 1995, Senator James Exon of Nebraska introduced the Communications Decency Act of 1996 (CDA). The intent of the CDA was to prevent minors from observing obscene or indecent content online, and it sought to enhance government regulation over the Internet during its initial boon in the United States.

Section 230 of the CDA (Section 230) was Congress’s response to two conflicting decisions arising out of New York courts. In Cubby, Inc. v. CompuServe, Inc., CompuServe used third-party information to post a tabloid on one of its special interest forums, and the plaintiff sued CompuServe for libel for statements contained in the posting. The court utilized traditional defamation doctrine to classify CompuServe as a distributor, thus shielding them from liability for the third-party posting. If CompuServe neither knew, nor had reason to know, of the third-party defamatory statements, it could not be liable. Determinative in this case was CompuServe’s lack of editorial control, as the court compared the service to a library or newsstand, thus allowing a lower liability standard. In contrast, the Supreme Court of New York in Stratton Oakmont, Inc. v. Prodigy Services Co. held the defendant Prodigy liable for defamation claims similar to those presented in Cubby, Inc. In Stratton, because the website maintained sufficient editorial control of a bulletin board’s contents, it was designated a publisher and maintained liability. The court’s conclusion shifted from the

30. See id.
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34. See CDA Legislative History, supra note 32.
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37. Id. at 141.
38. McBrearty, supra note 28, at 831.
40. Stratton, 1995 WL 323710, at *5 (noting that Prodigy committed to controlling the content on their website and used screening software to enforce their content standards).
traditional liability standard noted in Cubby, Inc. and instead used the level of editorial control as the metric for publisher liability. According to this decision, a company with a website or any other source of information on the Internet would need to avoid all moderating of content to avoid liability.

In response to the Stratton decision, Representatives Chris Cox and Ron Wyden introduced an amendment to the CDA, which would become Section 230. Congress enacted the provision to avoid a chilling effect on Internet growth caused by disincentives to self-regulation spawned by the Stratton decision. Congress enacted Section 230’s immunity for interactive service providers to “remove disincentives for the development and utilization of blocking and filtering technologies that . . . restrict . . . access to objectionable or inappropriate online material.” It also sought to encourage the unregulated and unregulated development of Internet free speech and e-commerce. Thus, Section 230 precludes the imposition of liability on an interactive computer service provider (ICSP) for its use of editorial and self-regulatory functions.

Section 230(c) of the CDA states: “No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.” This provision establishes federal immunity to any cause of action that would make interactive service providers liable for information originating from a third-party user. Section 230 provides immunity contingent on the following conditions: (1) the party seeking immunity is a “provider or user of an interactive computer service”; (2) the claim treats the party seeking immunity “as the publisher or speaker” of the disputed content; and (3) the claim is based on content produced “by another information content provider.”

An interactive computer service is “[a]ny information service, system, or access software provider that provides or enables computer access by multiple users to a computer server, including specifically a service or system

41. See id.; see also McBrearty, supra note 28, at 831.
42. CDA Legislative History, supra note 32.
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46. Batzel v. Smith, 333 F.3d 1018, 1027 (9th Cir. 2003).
47. Zeran, 129 F.3d at 331.
49. Id.; Zeran, 129 F.3d at 330.
that provides access to the Internet . . . .”

Courts have broadly interpreted interactive computer services to include Internet providers and Internet-related services. Section 230 provides immunity only where a plaintiff treats an ICSP as the publisher of the content at issue. A claim under Section 230 must demonstrate that the allegedly problematic content originates from a third-party information content provider, which the statute defines as “any person or entity that is responsible, in whole or in part, for the creation or development of information provided through the Internet or any other interactive computer service.” The reference in Section 230(c) to content produced by “another information content provider” demonstrates that providers cannot claim immunity when an action arises out of content the ICSP itself produced. Section 230 also permits claims for joint liability for joint development of problematic content.

Courts follow the plain language of Section 230 to establish broad boundaries for the immunity applied to ICSPs. First, Section 230(c) immunizes an ICSP exercising a publisher’s traditional editorial functions, such as to publish, withdraw, postpone, or alter disputed content. This broad provi-

51. *Id.* § 230(f)(2).

52. *See* Batzel v. Smith, 333 F.3d 1018, 1031 (9th Cir. 2003) (including a listserv email newsletter sent by a website operator within the definition of interactive computer service); Zeran, 129 F.3d at 330 n.2 (concluding that America Online fell within the definition of interactive service provider); Carafano v. Metrosplash.com, Inc., 207 F. Supp. 2d 1055, 1065–66 (C.D. Cal. 2002), *aff’d on other grounds*, 339 F.3d 1119 (9th Cir. 2003) (holding that a matchmaking and dating website is an interactive computer service); *see also* McBrearty, *supra* note 28, at 832.


54. *Id.*

55. *Id.* § 230(f)(3).

56. *Id.* § 230(c); McBrearty, *supra* note 28, at 833; *see also* Anthony v. Yahoo Inc., 421 F. Supp. 2d 1257, 1262–63 (N.D. Cal. 2006), *aff’d*, 376 Fed. Appx. 775 (9th Cir. 2010) (finding § 230(c) immunity inapplicable to Yahoo where it generated false profiles on its dating website and e-mailed profiles of expired members to current members).


59. *See* Batzel v. Smith, 333 F.3d 1018, 1031 (9th Cir. 2003) (“[T]he exclusion of ‘publisher’ liability necessarily precludes liability for exercising the usual prerogative of publishers to choose among proffered material and to edit the material published while retaining its basic form and message.”).
sion of immunity garners support from Congress’s stated goal of continued development of the Internet and other interactive media, while also minimizing government regulation over these new mediums of communication. In furtherance of these policy goals, courts also extend Section 230(c) immunity to ICSPs that abstain from acting on their knowledge of offensive content on their websites. This immunity also covers interactive computer services providing neutral tools to users to post potentially harmful content. Courts split on whether an exception for immunity exists in instances where interactive computer services induce questionable—or illegal—content and information. While some courts maintain the breadth of Section 230 immunity for ICSPs, others withhold immunity from services that materially contribute to the creation or dissemination of problematic content. The Ninth Circuit in *Roommates.com* justified a broadened definition of contributory action by noting the Internet no longer operates as a fragile new means of communication, but rather is the dominant means in which communication occurs; thus, its under-regulation and provision of broad, uncompromising immunity may be outdated.

60. *See* 47 U.S.C. § 230(b)(1) (“It is the policy of the United States . . . to promote the continued development of the Internet and other interactive computer services and other interactive media.”); Zeran v. Am. Online, Inc., 129 F.3d 327, 330–31 (4th Cir. 1997) (noting the intention of Congress in enacting 47 U.S.C. § 230(c) to reduce government regulation over the Internet); *Blumenthal*, 992 F. Supp. at 49 (noting the breadth of immunity to compensate for the higher speed and volume of informational exchange on the Internet and the difficulty of its regulation).

61. *See* Universal Commc’n Sys., Inc. v. Lycos, Inc., 478 F.3d 413, 420 (1st Cir. 2007); *Zeran*, 129 F.3d at 332–33 (indicating that liability upon notice leads to service providers restricting speech and abstaining from self-regulation).

62. *Fair Hous. Council of San Fernando Valley v. Roommates.com, LLC*, 521 F.3d 1157, 1174 n.37 (9th Cir. 2008) (en banc) (“Providing neutral tools for navigating websites is fully protected by CDA immunity, absent substantial affirmative conduct on the part of the website creator promoting the use of such tools for unlawful purposes.”); *see also* Carafano v. Metrosplash.com, Inc., 339 F.3d 1119, 1124–25 (9th Cir. 2003) (permitting 47 U.S.C. § 230(c) immunity for a dating website that utilized a specialized questionnaire because the third party willingly provides the essential published content).


64. *Compare* Chi. Lawyers Comm. for Civil Rights under Law, Inc. v. Craigslist, Inc., 519 F.3d 666, 670 (7th Cir. 2008) (finding the exception for content inducement incompatible with the concept of 47 U.S.C. § 230(c) immunity), *and* *Lycos*, 478 F.3d at 420 (upholding 47 U.S.C. § 230(c) immunity for an interactive content service that made it marginally easier for third-party development and dissemination of misinformation), *with Roommates.com*, 521 F.3d at 1167–68 (holding that an interactive computer service’s publication of a defamatory statement “materially contributes” to its unlawfulness).

65. *See Roommates.com*, 521 F.3d at 1164 n.15.
Several policy considerations underpin the continued deployment of immunity under Section 230 of the CDA. As previously discussed, the legislative intent buttressing the provision of immunity is the continued development of the Internet as a means of peer-to-peer connectivity without the burdens of government regulation. Tangential to this development is the promotion of the Internet free market, which includes competition for news and information sharing. This advancement improves the development and dissemination of news and information, as well as the means of control over what information individuals receive. Courts recognized the possibilities for the Internet’s advancement and thus sought to remove the disincentives for the continued development of interactive computer services. The historical development of the CDA establishes the norm of protecting ICSPs, and the justification for this protection remains with the proliferation of contemporary websites and other sources of news and information.

III. CURRENT STATE OF THE LAW

A. CDA Applicability to Social Media Intermediaries

Contemporary growth of the Internet and interactive computer services results in the reapplication of Section 230 of the CDA to a wide variety of new communication applications. To retain the same protections given to content at the outset of the Internet’s development, courts broadly construe Section 230 protections to include social media websites and other digital intermediaries, thus granting immunity to their permissive stance toward po-
tentially harmful fake news and misinformation. Social media platforms typically qualify as interactive computer services because they “provide[] information to ‘multiple users’ by giving them ‘computer access . . . to a computer server’ . . . namely the servers that host [their] social networking website[s].” These platforms provide applications that permit users to create and develop their own content, rather than solely access the content developed by websites alone. The service’s capability to control or remove content posted on their social media website does not void its immunity. As with earlier rulings on the applicability of Section 230, establishing liability for the self-policing of content creates a chilling effect on ICSPs’ willingness to regulate and improve their content. Thus, even though Facebook, Twitter, and other social media intermediaries have the ability to remove harmful content on their websites from public consumption, their protection under the CDA remains intact.

Plaintiffs bringing claims against social media websites such as Facebook rarely successfully contest the status of interactive computer service as defined by the CDA. Instead, plaintiffs may attempt to challenge the immunity provision by arguing that the social media websites operate as both interactive computer services and information content providers. Establishing liability requires proof that the social media website had full or partial responsibility for the creation or development of the harmful content in question. For instance, the court in Perkins v. Linkedin Corp. found that a professional networking service’s excessive sending of networking invitation emails went beyond that of the traditional editorial functions typically pro-

73. See Doe v. MySpace, Inc. (MySpace, Inc. II), 528 F.3d 413, 418 (5th Cir. 2008); Carafano v. Metrosplash.com, Inc., 339 F.3d 1119, 1122 (9th Cir. 2003).
75. Jee, supra note 29, at 196.
76. Klayman, 753 F.3d at 1358.
77. Id.; see Jee, supra note 29, at 184–85; see also supra note 61 and accompanying text.
78. See Klayman, 753 F.3d at 1357–58.
79. See, e.g., id. at 1358 (“[Plaintiff] does not seriously dispute that Facebook meets the statutory definition of an interactive computer service . . . .”); MySpace, Inc. II, 528 F.3d 413, 419 (5th Cir. 2008) (“The [plaintiffs] appear to agree with the consensus among courts regarding the liability provisions in § 230(c)(1).”)
80. See Fair Hous. Council of San Fernando Valley v. Roommates.com, LLC, 521 F.3d 1157, 1162 (9th Cir. 2008) (en banc) (“A website operator can be both a service provider and a content provider . . . .”)
81. Id.
ected by Section 230 of the CDA. The plaintiffs did not dispute the “interactive computer service” denotation, but successfully argued that the nature of its emails and content dissemination also establishes it as an information content provider, thus precluding immunity under Section 230 of the CDA.

The court, agreeing with the plaintiffs, noted the excessive use of emails with the names and likenesses of the plaintiffs as personalized endorsement of its interactive computer service went beyond that of passive publication, and therefore concluded that the true authorship and publication of the information lay with LinkedIn.

Decisions regarding the applicability of Section 230 to social media intermediaries reflect a limited withholding of immunity claims of harmful third-party content; they use original interpretations of the CDA to give broad immunity to new varieties of ICSPs. For instance, the court in *Anthony v. Yahoo! Inc.* withheld immunity from Yahoo! when the website would generate false dating profiles to send to users to increase confidence in its online dating services. The court held that the CDA does not preclude misrepresentation and fraud claims against ICSPs that knowingly generate and maintain harmful content on their websites. Similarly, in *Fair Housing Council of San Fernando Valley v. Roommates.com, LLC*, the Ninth Circuit precluded immunity for a roommate connectivity website designed to force users to provide personal characteristics and discriminatory preferences in a questionnaire in order to find a preferable roommate. In both cases, the courts lacked novel interpretations of Section 230 to apply to new social media websites, as compared to other forms of interactive computer services. Rather than provide a helpful reinterpretation for a new line of services, the courts retrofitted the original provision to their rulings, thus keeping static the broad applicability of ICSP immunity.

The urge to uphold the original policy justifications of Section 230 remains unchanged despite the stark rise in the dissemination of harmful content through social media intermediaries. Technological modernity makes broad applicability of Section 230 immunity under the CDA less imperative.

83. See id. (citing Roommates.com, 521 F.3d at 1165).
84. Id.
86. Id. at 1262–63 (citing Blumenthal v. Drudge, 992 F. Supp. 44, 50 (D.D.C. 1998)).
87. See Roommates.com, 521 F.3d at 1164, 1169–70.
as during the early development of the Internet. Despite the lack of immediate necessity for this focus, courts remain afflicted by policy-based tunnel vision when considering the application of CDA immunity to a website. For example, the court in \textit{Dart v. Craigslist, Inc.} held that Craigslist was entitled to immunity regardless of the plaintiff’s complaint that the website makes solicitation and prostitution permissible on their classified advertisement pages. The court rejected the plaintiff’s arguments purporting Craigslist’s knowledge of their website’s available prostitution and non-neutral tools that connected users to prostitutes and brothels. In another instance, the Northern District Court of Ohio in \textit{Doe v. SexSearch} granted immunity to the provider of an adult dating online service, thus rejecting plaintiff’s arguments that SexSearch was an information content provider that altered and deleted profiles noncompliant with the website’s guidelines. The complaint indicated that the website facilitated a matchup between two individuals, one who misrepresented her age to be eighteen when in actuality she was fourteen. The court extended the reasoning from \textit{Carafano v. Metrosplash.com} and \textit{Doe v. MySpace} to assign immunity under Section 230 of the CDA.

In both \textit{Dart} and \textit{SexSearch}, the courts utilized an overly broad interpretation of immunity for interactive computer services without giving significant credence to the nature of the websites in question and their eliciting of dangerous and potentially illegal information and services. This tunnel vision begs consideration for change of either Section 230’s provision of immunity, or its subsequent interpretation by the courts. But, any direct change would be piecemeal at best and would likely not address the broader issues ICSPs face with fake news and misinformation, especially what does not reach a criminal level. While Section 230 does address the necessity for curb-

89. Seaton, supra note 58, at 356–57.
91. See id. at 967.
92. See id. at 969 (distinguishing from the search function criticized in \textit{Roommates.com} which achieved illegal ends for its users).
94. Id. at 722.
95. See id. at 725–26 (citing Carafano v. Metrosplash.com, Inc., 339 F.3d 1119, 1123–25 (9th Cir. 2003)) (ruling that questionnaires provided to website users are not enough to create the developer distinction for SexSearch).
96. See id. at 727–28 (citing Doe v. MySpace, Inc. (MySpace Inc. I), 474 F. Supp. 2d 843, 849–50 (W.D. Tex. 2007)) (holding that the allegation that SexSearch is liable as a publisher due to its not monitoring the victim’s activity on the website fails to defeat the claim of immunity under the CDA).
97. Seaton, supra note 58, at 369.
ing criminal activity on the Internet, misinformation and subsequent defamation claims lack a criminal nature, and thus do not create the same impetus for change as the issues presented in *Dart* and *SexSearch*. The contemporary policy focus of the CDA does not seek to remedy issues of fake news and misinformation disseminated by social media intermediaries—alternative policy considerations must occur to raise the importance of this inquiry.

**B. Potential for Statutory Change**

Statutory change for the CDA is unlikely without a major change in Section 230’s judicial interpretation and applicability to ICSPs. Similar to the genesis of the Internet, the continued development of ICSPs could present novel legal issues for the courts to evaluate. If other courts adopt the broadened definition of “content contributor” from *Roommates.com* and apply it to social media ICSPs, a statutory response could occur similar to that following the *Stratton* case. But, contemporary technological advancement does not necessitate an Internet free of tort liability—the threat of a chilling on ICSP innovation carries less merit than at the time of the CDA’s passing. Courts could consider the current necessities of public policy, determine that expansive Section 230 immunity is no longer valid, and create more accountability for the harmful content that circulates on various social media websites. Policymakers would thus make a determination as to how they will treat modern ICSPs—either with the same level of protection to ensure self-regulation and a lack of government intrusion, or with more scrutiny toward the harmful content created and disseminated on their platforms. Based on current social media trends, a new policy debate regarding the validity and applicability of Section 230 immunity would surely include a discussion regarding liability for fake news, misinformation, and other forms of malicious social media content not currently punishable.

**C. Legal Protections for Fake News and Misinformation**

The First Amendment provides strong (but not absolute) protection for the freedom of expression, as well as underpinning viewpoints, subject matter, and content of said expression. This constitutional safeguard precludes

---

98. *See 47 U.S.C. § 230(b)(5)* (“It is the policy of the United States . . . to ensure vigorous enforcement of Federal criminal laws to deter and punish trafficking in obscenity, stalking, and harassment by means of computer.”).
99. *See supra* text accompanying notes 29–33.
100. *See supra* text accompanying note 65.
102. *See supra* text accompanying note 65; *see infra* Part IV.B.
103. *See supra* notes 66–70 and accompanying text.
any deterrent or chilling effect on the free interchange of ideas within the political and social realms, including what makes up the Fourth and Fifth Estates. The importance of this protection currently demands the presumption of invalidity for content-based restrictions, and the burden is on the government to prove their constitutionality.

The Supreme Court of the United States has long rejected any form of ad hoc social balancing test to measure the strength of a particular aspect of First Amendment coverage. Content-based restrictions on speech and publications become permissible when confined to categories long considered valid by the Court and found in the historical foundation of the free speech tradition. Advocacy intended to defame or disparage operates in this list of exceptions, but absent is a general exception for knowingly false statements. In a litany of cases, the Court expressed disdain for false statements and their attempt to be included under the umbrella of First Amendment protection. For instance, the Court stated, “[f]alse statements . . . are particularly valueless [because] they interfere with the truth-seeking function of the marketplace of ideas . . . ” and that they are not protected by the First Amendment in the same caliber as truthful statements. As they appear in discussions on First Amendment protections, the Court repeatedly discounted the value of fake speech and expressions. But, the Court in United States v. Alvarez refused to contextualize these former statements as a categorical removal, or even dilution, of constitutional protection for false statements or

107. Id. at 2544 (quoting United States v. Stevens, 559 U.S. 460, 470 (2010)); see Sullivan, 376 U.S. at 271 (rejecting as a First Amendment exception any test of truth to be administered by a court or jury, especially one that places the burden of proof on the speaker).
109. Id.
110. Id. at 2544–45.
misinformation. It narrowed the reduction or removal of First Amendment protections for false speech and misinformation to instances involving defamation, fraud, or some other legally cognizable harm associated with a false statement. Further, even in those instances, falsity is not wholly determinative in removing the speech from First Amendment protections; the speech must be a knowing or reckless falsehood to be actionable. Limiting this exception avoids a chilling effect on speech by encouraging uncertain speakers or authors to make true—or ostensibly true—statements with a lower risk of persecution.

Government attempts at content-based regulation of speech, commercial or otherwise, receive judicial review under a strict scrutiny standard. Under this standard, courts must consider content-based restrictions invalid, and the government bears the burden of showing their constitutionality by establishing a compelling government interest that outweighs the protected individual interest. The Court in Alvarez applied this standard to determining if the Stolen Valor Act, a law proscribing false claims of receipt of military decorations or medals, was unconstitutional. It held the act unconstitutional under the First Amendment, because the government cannot proscribe false statements solely because they are false. This particular falsity did not fall within a predetermined category unprotected by the First Amendment, nor was the Court presented with persuasive evidence that the novel restriction on content was part of a long and recognized tradition of proscription. This decision shows that even the worst forms of expressed falsity will fall under the strict scrutiny standard for judicial review, thus making direct statutory solutions extremely difficult.

114. See Alvarez, 132 S. Ct. at 2544–45.

115. Id. at 2545.

116. Id.; see New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 280 (1964) (barring recovery for a defamation claim against a public official unless the statement was made “with knowledge that it was false or with reckless disregard of whether it was false or not.”).


118. Alvarez, 132 S. Ct. at 2543; Turner Broad. Sys., Inc. v. F.C.C., 512 U.S. 622, 642 (1994) (“Our precedents thus apply the most exacting scrutiny to regulations that suppress, disadvantage, or impose differential burdens upon speech because of its content.”).

119. See Alvarez, 132 S. Ct. at 2543–44.

120. Id. at 2539.

121. Id. at 2551 (“The Nation well knows that one of the costs of the First Amendment is that it protects the speech we detest as well as the speech we embrace.”).

122. Id. at 2547 (quoting Brown v. Entm’t Merch. Assn., 564 U.S. 786, 792 (2011)).
In his concurring opinion in *Alvarez*, Justice Breyer advocated for a flexible intermediate scrutiny standard for regulations of false speech.\(^{123}\) This standard would permit the regulation of published false information that creates direct and indirect harm while avoiding the rigors of the strict scrutiny standard typically deployed for content-based regulations.\(^{124}\) This approach creates breathing room for the policy justifications of regulations on fake news or misinformation, while at the same time protecting the values embodied in the First Amendment protection of free expression.\(^{125}\) It could guide lawmakers in creating legislation proscribing harmful false speech,\(^{126}\) provided the statutory remedy does not create a “disproportionate constitutional harm.”\(^{127}\)

The Court in *Alvarez* identified certain legal options to address claims against false speech, including defamation, fraud, and criminal charges.\(^{128}\) The CDA also provides external remedies for problematic content on the Internet not within the scope of Section 230 immunity.\(^{129}\) The nature of fake news and misinformation circulated on the Internet, however, prevents a holistic and direct remedy—even the most potent solution for news that seeks to defame has limited recourse.\(^{130}\) The Court typically seeks to limit the applicability of laws that require an understanding of speaker intent, primarily to avoid the chilling of speech from uncertain speakers who do not intend to create a falsity or misinform.\(^{131}\) Because news and information on the Internet carry the same First Amendment protections as that found in traditional print media, the current statutory and legal understanding of the First Amendment and false information apply.\(^{132}\)

---

123. *Id.* at 2551–52 (Breyer, J., concurring).

124. *See id.*


126. *See infra* Part V.A.


128. *See supra* text accompanying note 115.

129. *See supra* note 98 and accompanying text.

130. *See* New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 279–80 (1964) (prohibiting a public official from recovering damages for defamation unless proof is presented that the defaming statement was made with knowledge or reckless disregard of its falsity).


IV. COMPETING SOCIAL, LEGAL, AND ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

A. Social Media Intermediaries and Journalism

The stability of the Fourth and Fifth Estates relies on the quality of news and information obtainable on the Internet.133 The legitimacy and quality of information found in new technological mediums remains fundamental to keeping society informed, as well as to maintaining the accountability of social, government, business, and industry forces.134 Contemporary news and information still circulates through traditional forms of media, such as newspapers and television media, but it also maintains its fluidity through Internet-based outlets, with a large focus on social media websites.135 While a symbiotic relationship often exists between entities of the Fourth and Fifth Estates,136 a lack of growth and legitimacy in traditional Fourth Estate media may create a shift, in both investment and overall attention, away from these news sources.137

Social media intermediaries and third-party journalists are forever married, and thus, the decline of one would invariably implicate the other. While users and providers of valid information in the Fifth Estate operate independently of any single institution, they typically originate from the Fourth Estate.138 A solution to the issue of fake news and misinformation would have to ensure the survival of both forces; it must foster beneficial forms of journalism and improve the intermediaries that invest in the spreading of said journalism.139

Ideally, accountability for the spread of fake news and misinformation could lie directly with the ICSPs that facilitate content dissemination. But, social media intermediaries refuse this accountability and avoid the title of “media company” or “news provider.”140 By doing so, they receive benefits of media membership while also maintaining immunity as ICSPs under Sec-
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140. See Buni, supra note 4 (discussing Facebook and Google’s avoidance of the “media company” label).
tion 230 of the CDA. Larger social media intermediaries have taken marginal steps to address these issues without fully committing to the solution. For instance, Google announced the permanent ban of 200 advertisers—out of nearly two million—from its AdSense advertising network due to deceiving users with their online ad services. In November, Facebook updated its policy language, which already stated it would not display ads from websites showing misleading content, to include fake news websites. Both companies announced in early 2017 a push for the use of fact-checking tools in Germany and France to root out fake news stories ahead of the elections in each country. For instance, if a user reports a story as false or misinforming, a third party, independent fact-checking organization based in Berlin will examine it and determine its reliability. Users may still share stories flagged as “disputed,” but with a warning disputing the validity of the story. More recently, Facebook announced its decision to hand over to Congress 3,000 Russia-linked ads used on the social media site during the 2016 presidential campaign, reflecting a continued acknowledgment of its relation to the false news phenomenon. While these actions ostensibly seem like a substantial improvement, the companies will likely refrain from limiting or removing content on their own, or else risk losing their neutrality. The social media intermediaries must confront the moral obligations packaged with their massive global influence, while also avoiding claims of censorship to maintain their neutrality and immunity.
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thus, judicial solutions, as well as indirect policy solutions, require consideration.

B. Tort Liability for Interactive Service Providers

The “specter of tort liability” remains the largest perceived threat by ICSPs of any new reshaping or reduction of Section 230 immunity by the CDA. Congress considered the imposition of tort liability on digital or social media intermediaries based on the communications of third parties to be an intrusive government regulation of speech. Further, Congress assumed the worst from a potential response from ICSPs to a potential hike in regulation; particularly, they worried providers would severely limit or restrict the quality and quantity of communications circulated on their websites, thereby quashing true diversity of social and political discourse. But, as the Ninth Circuit in Roommates.com stresses, “The Internet is no longer a fragile new means of communication that can be easily smothered . . . by overzealous . . . laws and regulations.” Social media intermediaries and other ICSPs remain a dominant force, socially and economically, in markets for communications and commerce. To use legislative intent from the advent of Section 230 of the CDA to justify the lack of advancement in regulating online fake news and misinformation is to ignore the ever-rising juggernaut of social media intermediaries and their political, cultural, and social influence.

Assuming arguendo that the specter of immense tort liability remains over ICSPs without Section 230 immunity, alternative judicial and policy solutions exist to stymie this concern and still work toward an improved Internet marketplace of ideas. First, a judicial reimagining of reviewing statutes targeting false speech may permit new legislation that strikes a careful balance between limiting blatant fake news and misinformation and promoting self-regulation of social media intermediaries without a heightened risk of liability. Second, a cross-subsidization of effective, nonpartisan journalism avoids intersecting with the qualifications of Section 230 immunity. This policy proposal addresses the concerns facing journalistic integrity within the Fourth and Fifth Estates without seeking a reduction in liability protection for interactive service providers. These alternatives establish stronger answers
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to the issue of fake news and misinformation through indirect means—the judicial solution creates a new framework for a statutory response, and the policy solution externally funds new media to counteract harmful media. Thus, the consequence of excessive tort liability on social media intermediaries, regardless of validity, remains in consideration when addressing possible solutions to fake news and misinformation.

V. ALTERNATIVES

A. Judicial Application of an Intermediate Scrutiny Standard

Justice Breyer’s concurring opinion in *United States v. Alvarez* provides a guiding light to legislators seeking to stymie the Internet dissemination of harmful fake news and misinformation. The concurring opinion advocates for an intermediate scrutiny approach to evaluating statutes that seek to curb unambiguous falsehoods in public circulation. More generally, this standard applies in instances where an author blatantly falsifies public speech, or when false speech runs contrary to easily verifiable information. Rather than meet the exacting strict scrutiny required of most free speech regulations, the intermediate scrutiny approach provides more flexibility in constructing statutes that target unambiguously false Internet speech, while also preserving speech valued by First Amendment jurisprudence. While inevitably there are instances where the First Amendment need protect false speech, situations where the harm of false speech substantially outweighs its benefit to the marketplace of ideas permits a more generous approach.

Justice Breyer’s intermediate scrutiny approach employs a balancing test consisting of three factors: (1) harmfulness of targeted speech; (2) the potential constitutional harm in the regulation of the targeted speech; and (3) the mitigating effects of counterspeech. While individual judges may weigh these factors differently against each other, this approach identifies the
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core balancing variables necessary to establish a judicial decision. This approach permits a proper response to statutes that adversely affect constitutionally protected interests, but do not trigger near-immediate rejection nor near-automatic approval (or, stated differently, neither strict scrutiny nor rational basis review, respectively).

Statutes constricting free speech require a limiting principle to prevent an overreach of government power and the discouraging of valuable discourse. The Court in Alvarez sought to contextualize false speech by its cognizable harm, rather than its potential benefit, to determine the necessity of its potential regulation. This intermediate scrutiny approach measures the harmfulness of speech and the probability of its occurrence in contextually specific instances to determine how it balances against the risk of constitutional harm. Potential harm from false speech occurs in one of two ways: (1) direct harm, where a speaker of false speech directly targets a victim or damaged party; or (2) indirect harm, where the speaker does not directly target the victim, but nonetheless causes the victim harm. Establishing the direct harm from fake news would likely prove difficult on a broad scale, given the fluctuating nature of purportedly fraudulent content and its dissemination throughout various social media intermediaries. As a result, any statute seeking to proscribe the source of the purported harm would likely fail to survive under the intermediate scrutiny standard.

Fake news and misinformation may indirectly harm a party, even if said harm is incidental. Justice Breyer draws an analogy to statutes prohibiting trademark infringement that require a showing of actual confusion, which assures the high likeliness that a harm will occur. Similarly, a statute regulating knowingly fake news or misinformation may identify physical harm, emotional distress, or a comparable harm as what fake news could create.
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The challenge for creating this statute would be the specific identification of a harm that falls outside what is already actionable, such as defamation. Without this particular limiting principle, the potential for constitutional harm from a regulation of free speech would substantially outweigh the limited harm deterred by the statute.176

In order to pass muster under Justice Breyer’s intermediate scrutiny standard, statutes seeking to regulate fake news and misinformation must not create “disproportionate constitutional harm.”177 Statutes create significant First Amendment tumult when their regulation of free speech and press experience overbreadth, vagueness, selective enforcement, or engage in viewpoint-discrimination.178 A well-tailored regulatory statute targeting false speech establishes constitutional muster under this approach when it identifies material, specific harm in narrowly construed contexts, and when it requires specific knowledge of falsity by the author or publisher to be actionable.179 To avoid a degradation of the First Amendment’s legitimacy, the constitutional harm element carries significant weight when the speech in question falls into contexts that usually call for strict scrutiny protection, such as religion, history, and the social sciences.180 In contrast, these concerns carry less weight when statutory regulations maintain “slight social value” and do not maintain high priority of First Amendment values.181 A statute that highlights the lesser constitutional value of fake news and misinformation, while also narrowly construing permissible regulation of said speech, holds the strongest chance of overcoming disproportionate constitutional harm.182

The First Amendment requires a statutory restriction on speech at issue be “actually necessary” to achieve its interest.183 This necessity requirement includes a showing that counterspeech, a natural or artificial means of refuting harmful speech, would not suffice to achieve the government interest.184 The government maintains the responsibility to either create their own
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counterspeech measures, or identify the natural means of counterspeech arising in a particular context, and show why they unsuccessfully or insufficiently deal with the problematic false speech. Under Justice Breyer's intermediate scrutiny approach, a showing of effective counterspeech dilutes the harmfulness of the targeted speech, so proving the inadequacy of counterspeech against specific harmful speech legitimizes the constitutionality of a responsive statute. Further, this approach measures the mitigating effect of counterspeech by the subject matter being regulated—fake news and misinformation—and the harm targeted by the statute—here, the quality and reputation of the marketplace of ideas.

Tedious attempts to respond to the breadth of fake news on the Internet prevents a government-created means of counterspeech from adequately overcoming the targeted harmfulness. The impossibility of a general, but effective, remedy to fake news shifts the responsibility of an effective response onto natural counterspeech. But, the public lacks the ability to completely identify fake news and eradicate it from the marketplace of ideas. Methods of fact checking from sources of traditional media and third party, independent verification fall short of distinguishing real news from fake news. Further, roadblocks (some self-imposed) impede social media intermediaries from curbing the dissemination of fake news on the Internet. Social media intermediaries lack the willpower to eradicate fake news and misinformation on their websites primarily to maintain immunity under the CDA and to maintain the "technology company" label. Legislators creating a statute must stress the public’s inability to curb fake news on their own accord to show how statutes must mitigate fake news’s harmfulness.

If the Supreme Court were to adopt this intermediate scrutiny standard, any statute seeking to regulate fake news and misinformation on the Internet must comport with the above described factors. Additionally, a constitution-
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ally compliant statute should coincide with the goals of the CDA to promote self-regulation and effective provision of services from ICSPs. An amendment to the CDA—or an entirely new piece of legislation—must work with ICSPs to establish new standards for content permissible on social media websites. This process cannot deter valuable speech lacking the same character of harm narrowly construed by the intermediate scrutiny standard. Further, the overall goal of this type of statute should not be the complete override of social media intermediaries; rather, creating a more compelling incentive for ICSPs to better self-regulate harmful content without risking the loss of Section 230 immunity, and to avoid immediate government intervention into harmful speech. This alternative promotes a healthier marketplace of ideas without mandating that Facebook, Google, and other social media intermediaries completely redesign their operability.

The adoption of an intermediate scrutiny standard for review of statutes regulating fake news and misinformation reimagines the constitutional view on free speech and the marketplace of ideas. This standard sustains the First Amendment’s promotion of free speech and reduces the potency of a deterrent on activity within the marketplace of ideas through its requirements for a narrowly tailored harm from particular speech, and a showing of the insufficiency of counterspeech to resolve the particularized harm. Extensive policy consideration needs to go into a potential response to the Internet fake news epidemic, as it must balance the public’s need for a healthy marketplace of ideas with social media intermediaries’ necessity for immunity to ensure technological growth, while also meeting the demands of this potential new First Amendment standard.

B. Creation of a Journalism Cross-Subsidy

The difficulty in establishing direct liability for the dissemination of fake news and misinformation justifies examining alternative means of restoring the Fourth and Fifth Estates. The Centre for Media Transparency, partnered with The ResPublica Trust, an independent non-partisan think tank, proposes a nominal levy on the revenues of Internet news intermediaries that possess significant monopoly market power in online search and social networking markets. While the proposal does not identify a specific taxable percentage, it does discuss the potential outcomes from a one percent tax,
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giving some context to its understanding of “nominal.”\textsuperscript{199} The proposal advocates for the tax proceeds to fund particular forms of local and long-form public interest journalism valuable to, and endangered in, the media ecosystem.\textsuperscript{200} This functionally operates as a cross-subsidy to assist in counteracting the harmful impact of fake news and misinformation on the Internet, and to place accountability on the intermediaries that disseminate said harmful content.\textsuperscript{201}

The original context and justification for this levy was to promote journalistic plurality at the local level, and to work against the stagnation of public interest journalism caused by mass media concentration.\textsuperscript{202} There is a public interest in sustaining local and long-form journalism, and the levy proposal effectively supports these news sources via the cross-subsidized resources of large-scale Internet intermediaries, such as Google and Facebook.\textsuperscript{203} The revenues reallocated by this proposal stem from advertisers that once supported publishers of valuable long-form public interest journalism, so the proposal would not operate as a radical shift in media market resources.\textsuperscript{204} While the original proposal from the Centre for Media Transparency primarily focuses on permitting new entrants into the media market and diluting the monopoly power held by large-scale Internet intermediaries,\textsuperscript{205} an ancillary goal of the proposal is an efficient reallocation of resources necessary to counteract detrimental journalism and preserve the Fourth and Fifth Estate.

Despite the conception of ostensible journalistic independence in the United States created by the First Amendment and permissible dissent from government narratives, historically, a mixed system of private enterprise and public support forms the foundation of American journalism.\textsuperscript{206} While advertising makes up the broad majority of revenues for modern news media, the government heavily subsidized the news market through the early 20th century through such means as printing and postal subsidies.\textsuperscript{207} Publicly funded
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journalism contributes to this mixed system, as seen with non-profit journalism from the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) and National Public Radio (NPR).[^208] State support does not per se lead to impermissible control—systems of peer review for grant making, along with independence instilled by the First Amendment, wards off the most problematic concerns of government censorship or regulation of information.[^209] International publicly funded journalism, such as the BBC and BBC World Services, shows high levels of success while maintaining their global presence courtesy of British citizens who pay into a public funding structure and operating under a set of professional norms that protect their editorial freedom.[^210] In the United States, concerns for the First Amendment requires a public funding structure to invigorate beneficial public journalism without excessive control over the subsequently generated news and media.[^211] Successful and enlightened policymaking must not sacrifice the autonomy of the Fourth and Fifth Estates; thus, a policy of reorienting resources to invigorate the marketplace of ideas must occur within a mixed and balanced system.[^212]

A cross-subsidy benefitting public interest journalism responds directly to an ongoing crisis within the Fourth Estate. Journalism facilitated by newspapers and local media sources are weakening while partisan broadcast and Internet media outlets continue to gain traction and profitability through disseminating distorted and misleading information.[^213] Local and long-form public interest journalism face the largest risk of dying out with the continued digital transition of newspapers, and the subsequent shift in their cost base and prioritization of content.[^214] The shift in investor confidence in traditional news media contributes to this decline—the decreasing market value of local newspaper companies forces investors to look to large-scale Internet intermediaries for better profitability.[^215] Within the realm of digital media,
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new websites such as Buzzfeed and the Huffington Post attempt meaningful contributions to long-form journalism, but their entry lacks the traction necessary to make a significant impact. In addition, sources of news receiving public funding, such as PBS and NPR, are currently at risk of elimination, furthering the concern for a lack of variety of quality national journalism. Local news in the United States receives focus in the local television industry, but these news sources often lack coverage meaningful to the Fourth Estate; instead, their coverage is often “inadequate, episodic, and superficial – and rarely genuinely local.” This remains particularly troubling given that over half of the country primarily relies on local media for news and information about the government, elections, and other relevant matters in current events. The risk to particular forms of beneficial journalism, both at the local and national levels, worsens exponentially when resources flow to Internet intermediaries that promulgate information counterproductive to the growth of the Fourth and Fifth Estates. A new policy of cross-subsidized public interest journalism may help to re-establish the legitimacy of the Estates and rejuvenate the marketplace of ideas.

As stated above, the cross-subsidy proposal requires a balance of promoting effective, public interest journalism without the consequences of government control. The goal of this proposal is the creation of stronger accountability from large-scale Internet intermediaries permitting the spread of fake news and misinformation. Because these intermediaries reject the news media company label, a new policy must indirectly ascertain responsibility. This process of cross-subsidizing public interest journalism would have minimal impact on the viability of companies such as Facebook and Google. The reallocated resources originally applied to these targeted media markets, and the intermediaries’ overall bottom line would remain unscathed compared to the large upswing garnered by the beneficiary of the proposal. Accountability from large-scale search engines and social networking websites matters because of the websites’ function as technology intermediaries operating as platforms in two-sided markets. An intermedi-
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ary platform creates a website or service available to public users, which make up the audience for advertisers, which provides revenue to the intermediary. Google operates as a search engine platform for its users to find information disseminated by various advertisers, and Facebook provides a platform for social exchange that exposes users to tailored advertisements. Google and Facebook disseminate web-based media in a mutually beneficial way: the higher user bases for their platforms directly implicate the popularity of a particular strain of media or advertisements, and in return, the platforms obtain revenue from these sources necessary to operate effectively.

In a similar fashion, these intermediaries connect users with providers of news and information, thereby establishing a foundational element of the Fifth Estate. This function justifies the cross-subsidy focus on search engine and social media platforms; it can be both a cause of and remedy for the issues presented by fake news and misinformation disseminated on the Internet.

The cross-subsidy proposal from the Centre for Media Transparency discusses a tax on online search and social media intermediaries that maintain at least a 25% market share of their respective markets. Limited participants with high individual market shares make up the bulk of these markets. In particular, Google maintains over an 80% market share for the online search engine market, and it has kept this level consistent since 2008. Since 2010, Facebook has maintained above 40% market share in the Internet social media market, thus consistently outpacing other intermediaries such as YouTube, Twitter, and Reddit. Thus, based on market share reports from 2016, adopting the Centre for Media Transparency proposal of a nominal tax on intermediaries with a 25% monopoly market share would only affect Google and Facebook. Intermediaries’ market strength limits the negative consequences of the cross-subsidy, as the taxed amount would be nominal compared to the intermediaries’ overall yearly revenue.
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2016, a one percent tax would generate approximately $1.17 billion. 235 This taxable percentage can change based on the needs of the programs receiving funds from the cross-subsidy, as well as the health of the targeted intermediary markets. Financially the cross-subsidy would not be a significant burden on these companies, as they continue to demonstrate their capacity to avoid full corporate taxation by redirecting profits to other jurisdictions away from their point of generation. 236

This cross-subsidy would ensure that these corporations make a meaningful contribution to the public through stimulating beneficial journalism and the Fourth Estate as a whole. The cross-subsidy is a less invasive means of working toward improving Internet-based journalism. Rather than imposing a direct regulation or set of proscriptions on technological intermediaries, the cross-subsidy would operate externally to keep these companies incentivized to self-regulate their own content and maintain Section 230 immunity offered by the CDA. 237 Further, it would avoid the need for major policy or judicial overhauls required by a direct solution to fake news and misinformation. 238 An indirect solution prevents the need for reimagining statutory or judicial approaches to speech and content regulation, while simultaneously maintaining the structural integrity of technological intermediaries.

While public subsidies for journalism are structurally important for its continued societal benefits, the primary concern remains the First Amendment obligation to preserve an independent free press. 239 The direct provision of resources needed to populate beneficial journalism inevitably leads to the
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government evaluating journalism content qualitatively, which may result in authoritarian or totalitarian outcomes. But, other nations consistently outspend the United States in public journalism subsidies without seeing severe consequences for their rates of freedom and democracy. Ostensibly, it is possible to maintain a free and independent press while also publicly funding its continued operation, but concerns still arise as to the determination of how to disperse the funds generated from the proposed cross-subsidy. As previously stated, the goal of the proposal must be the improvement of public journalism without the specter of government control of content. The Centre for Media Transparency suggests the use of an independent media board to determine how to redirect funds to different forms of journalism and various media outlets. An independent board can operate with the principle of arms-length funding to avoid government interference with what forms of news writing or media outlets obtain funding. This would also ensure that all forms of journalism, and the respective social platforms reflected in their content, obtain representation by this proposal. In prioritizing particular forms of journalism to receive funds, rather than specific platforms or messages, the cross-subsidy’s availability opens up to a diverse set of outlets and styles for journalism, such as public interest, long-form, or investigative. This diversity ensures a lack of favoritism for the new government subsidy, thus maintaining the integrity of the free press protected by the First Amendment.

VI. CONCLUSION

The advent of the Internet and subsequent protections for interactive service providers sought to cultivate a new means of global communication and commerce without intrusive government regulation. The unfettered and unregulated development of Internet free speech and e-commerce desired by the Communications Decency Act likely did not predict the harmful spread of fake news and misinformation through popular social media intermediaries. With this contemporary trend, new judicial and policy solu-
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tions require consideration to maintain journalistic integrity within the Fourth and Fifth Estates. A reimagining of the standard of review used to evaluate statutes regulating Internet can establish a framework for new legislation that can regulate fake news and misinformation on social media intermediaries without risking the loss of their Section 230 immunity provided by the CDA. Alternatively, a cross-subsidy funding public, non-partisan journalism by large digital intermediary resources is an external solution to ensure continued quality journalism while also keeping accountability for large social media intermediaries that disseminate fake news and misinformation.

In the short-term, these alternatives could play an essential role in scaling back a trend of fake news on websites such as Facebook and Twitter. This harmful misinformation plays a role in shaping social and political events globally; thus, its impact deserves prioritization and focus from industry and government leadership.\textsuperscript{249} The long-term implications broaden to the overall future of journalism. The future of the Fourth Estate relies heavily on the public’s confidence in the news, so the risk of the line blurring between fake and legitimate information threatens the stability of traditional journalism. Cross-subsidizing public, non-partisan journalism is a step in the right direction, as it creates a new source of valuable, independent journalism while maintaining the involvement and accountability of social media intermediaries.\textsuperscript{250} This external policy solution benefits the Fourth Estate by reinvigorating traditional journalism through public interest stories not influenced by partisan or industry interests, and the Fifth Estate benefits by circulating beneficial news and information influenced by the reinvigorated Fourth Estate journalism.\textsuperscript{251} The long-term health of traditional journalism, along with its tangential influences on Fifth Estate Internet communications, depends on a solution that values quality news and information and the advancement of digital intermediaries that disseminate the information.

As of late, the understanding of the term “fake news” shifts colloquially on a rapid basis. Most recently, the public occasionally perceives the term to identify information that dissents from subjective truth, rather than what is recklessly or knowingly false.\textsuperscript{252} Despite this fluidity in understanding, the stymying of fake news and misinformation disseminated through social media intermediaries remains critically important, or we risk a long-term decline in the quality of the marketplace of ideas. Critical dissent and agonistic pluralism carry upmost value in social and political discourse; blatant falsehoods merely denigrate the value of that discourse.
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